
Keeping the Lights On

Safe, Reliable, Clean and Affordable
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Let start with the electric grid.Over the more than 100 years it has been in existence, overall this very complex “machine” has been very successful. In fact has been so successful that we taken safe, reliable and affordable electricity more or less for granted.However, with a fourth variable, clean energy, to the equation, things are changing.



Smart Storage for a Smart Grid

 Many applications: frequency 
regulation, renewable energy 
integration, black start, diurnal 
storage, T&D deferrals etc 

 Many technologies: Pumped Hydro, 
Compressed Air, Batteries, Flywheels, 
Ultra-Capacitors



The Case for Lithium-Ion

 Efficiency …. >> 95%
 Energy Density…. 50% reduction in weight & 

volume
 Response time…. 50 msec
 Depth of Discharge…. > 80%
 Cycle Life…. >> 3000 cycles
 Charge time…. 15 minutes to 2 hrs
 Low self-discharge…. << 3% per month
 No maintenance
 Cost Reduction & Innovation Roadmap 

+ Adoption by other industries
+ Continuous Investment and innovation
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Among batteries lithium ion batteries offer many very attractive features:Round trip efficiencies in the high 90 %.Twice or better gravimetrical and volumetric energy density.Long cycle life.Fast charge and discharge capabilities.In terms of costs lithium holds promise for further improvements and cost reductions. The technology was developed for consumer electronics and made its way to laptops and cell phones. With the car industry adopting lithium ion for EV’s and PHEV’s there will be economy of scale and cost reductions, even without an absolute convergence in battery designs for cars and grid related applications.However, in all fairness there is no holy grail lithium chemistry. For energy density NCM is the best, for high cycling and long life LTO is the best, for low cost LMO holds the best promise etc.



Economy of Scale
Large Format Prismatic Cells

 70x more energy in one large 
prismatic cell than in one 26650 
cylindrical cell

 Monitoring and control of each 
individual cell enables a more 
efficient and reliable system

 Integrated pressure release 
protection for added safety

 Passed UN 3480 certification 
testing and other rugged abuse 
and safety tests

173 mm71 mm

117 mm46 mm

285 m
m
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IB-B-FHE-40
40 Ah Cell

IB-B-CHE-200
200 Ah Cell

26650
2.3 Ah Cell

Typical cylindrical Lithium cell
vs. 7”x11”x3” cell
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Large format stores exponentially more than groups of small cells… electric bus vs. camera



Distributed Storage Systems
Utility Grade

AEP Community Energy Storage 
(CES)

Operating temperature: - 30 C 
to +50 C

Humidity: 10 % - 100 %

Building Code: Zone 4

No maintenance first 5 years

28 kWh

< 500 kg

No liquid cooling
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One of the most interesting developments are distributed energy storage. The thought is that the most optimal location of storage is as close to the load as possible but ion the utility side of the meter. The load serving utility has the best opportunity to capture a multitude of value propositions, from back-up power, to load leveling and diurnal storage, and on an aggregated level for frequency regulation etc.AEP has been a pioneer for this concept. They have coined the phrase Community Energy Storage (CES) and been public in their technical specifications to support an industry standard.
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